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Abstract

Acupuncture is now becoming increasingly popular as a therapeutic modality, however its use is not devoid of complications. A case of pneumothorax following acupuncture in a 48-year-old male suffering from bronchial asthma is being reported.
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INTRODUCTION

Acupuncture is in vogue as a therapeutic measure for a variety of ailments including bronchial asthma, especially in cases where a conventional treatment has failed. However, the insertion of needles in the chest wall or at the base of the neck is not devoid of complications. A case of life threatening pneumothorax following acupuncture of the chest wall in a patient suffering from bronchial asthma is being reported.

CASE REPORT

A 48-year-old male consulted an acupuncturist for treatment of bronchial asthma, which he had since the age of 13 years, when regular treatment with bronchodilators and corticosteroids became less effective. Two needles were inserted into the anterior chest wall, in the right third and fifth intercostal spaces parasternally and stimulated electrically. Over the next 24 hours, the patient developed severe chest pain on the right side and progressively increasing breathlessness. He was referred to the emergency room where he was found to be pale, dyspneic. The breath sounds were absent over the right hemithorax. Clinical examination suggested a right pneumothorax and chest radiography confirmed the same (Fig.1). An intercostal catheter with under water seal was inserted in the right fifth intercostal space. The lung expanded fully, the chest tube was removed within 72 hours and the patient discharged.

DISCUSSION

Acupuncture is performed by the insertion of fine needles at specific sites on the body surface followed by mechanical or electrical stimulations (electro-acupuncture). Traditionally, several points on the chest wall and base of the neck are used for the treatment of asthma.

Acupuncture on the chest wall may cause pneumothorax, either by perforation of the pleura which may allow an inflow of air through the fistulous needle track (pleurocutaneous fistula) or the needle can puncture the lung. Delayed pneumothorax is a common mode of presentation in such cases as is evident in the present case, since the entry of air through a fine needle track may be slow. Hence sometimes immediate chest radiography after the procedure may not show any evidence of pneumothorax, but it may become evident some hours later.

In the last few years sporadic reports about pneumothorax complicating acupuncture of chest and shoulder regions have appeared. However only in three of these cases was acupuncture done to treat bronchial asthma. In spite of favourable reports, the benefit of acupuncture as a form of treatment for chronic bronchial asthma is still controversial and its dangers when done on the chest wall are clearly il-
Figure 1. Skiagram chest showing right sided pneumothorax

illustrated in this case. Hence, the physician should be aware of the possible risks and complications of this technique. Patients in whom pleural trauma is suspected during acupuncture should undergo immediate and repeat chest radiography after 12 to 24 hours to exclude pneumothorax and treated accordingly.
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